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LOYALTY 

Mattias has worked remotely for the last 3 years. In 
his previous jobs, he has one that lasted more than 
6 years.  Other than that he enjoys projects of 6-12 
months. 

REMOTE FIT 

Mattias is from Sweden, but lives and works in 
Jakarta, Indonesia. He has a professional setup 
from his apartment there. He speaks excellent 
English and is a great communicator over video 
calls. 

FLEXIBILITY 

He has worked in different roles, from research 
assistant to program manager. As a software 
developer, he has the flexibility to work on most 
projects with his skills, background, and 
experience. He is originally an educated electrical 
engineer. 

GROWTH MINDSET  

His profession means he always needs to stay on 
top of it. He is a fast learner and the moment 

something new or interesting crosses his radar he 
will do what is necessary to learn it. 

CV/ONLINE PROFILES 

His Linkedin profile is ok and to the point. It comes 
across as clean and minimalistic. His CV is very 
professional and shows structure and dedication. 

VOLUNTEERING 

Mattias has not indicated any volunteer 
experiences. 

OUR FEEDBACK 

Mattias is a structured and organized software 

developer. He brings his nordic vision of work 

mentality with him in all aspects and makes him an 

effective team leader. 

Mattias works well on smaller projects, but his 

background and experience mean he is well adapted 

to work on bigger projects.  

His management experience is very valuable if you 

want to get someone on board to run your remote 

development team. 

 

 

Report by Paul Arnesen 

This is one persons subjective judgement based on available data. Talentroo takes no responsibility if  you hire the talent based on this and 
the talent does not live up to this or  your expectations. You have to make your own judgements based on your own criterias. 


